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(54) METHOD OF SYSTEM INFORMATION TRANSMISSION AND ACQUISITION

(57) A method of system information transmission for
a network in a wireless communication system is dis-
closed. The method comprises broadcasting essential
minimum system information (SI) of a cell of the wireless
communication system with fixed scheduled on a down-
link broadcast channel, wherein the essential minimum
SI includes scheduling information for non-essential min-
imum SI of at least one of the cell and an auxiliary cell or
a frequency location, the non-essential minimum SI is
broadcasted with dynamically scheduled on a downlink
shared channel, and the scheduling information includes
a time and frequency resource configuration and an avail-
ability information for indicating whether the cell broad-
casts the non-essential minimum SI (210).
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a method of
system information transmission and acquisition in the
wireless communication system.

Background of the Invention

[0002] 3GPP in 5G new radio (NR) access technology
proposes standalone and non-standalone NR cell de-
ployment. Standalone cell can be selected and accessed
by a UE without assistance information from other cells,
whereas non-standalone cell cannot be selected nor ac-
cessed by a UE without assistance information from other
cells.
[0003] In addition, system information (SI) of 5G NR
system includes essential minimum system information,
which is fixed scheduled on a physical downlink broad-
cast channel (e.g., the physical broadcast channel
(PBCH) of LTE or the NR-PBCH of 5G NR) and is organ-
ized into single system information block (SIB), non-es-
sential minimum SI, which is dynamically scheduled on
a physical downlink shared channel (e.g., the physical
downlink share channel (PDSCH) of LTE or the NR-PD-
SCH of 5G NR) and is organized into one or more system
information blocks (SIBs), and other SI, which could be
periodically broadcast or on-demand, namely requested
by the UE.
[0004] Fixed scheduled implies the size of the data unit
is fixed, the volume of the radio resource to transmit the
data unit is fixed, the radio resource location for trans-
mitting the data unit is fixed in frequency domain, and
the periodicity is fixed in time domain. Dynamically
scheduled implies the size of the data unit could be dy-
namic, the volume of the radio resource to transmit the
data unit could be dynamically arranged by the network,
the radio resource location for transmitting the data unit
is dynamically arranged by the network side in frequency
domain, the periodicity of the present of the radio re-
source for transmitting the data unit is dynamically ar-
ranged by the network in time domain.
[0005] Based on the current mechanism, not every NR
cell broadcasts SI or the entire SI, and there may be cells
in the system on which the UE cannot camp and do not
broadcast the entire SI, such as non-standalone cells.
However, there is no specification for a UE to determine
whether a cell is campable or not, which causes power
consumption and time delay in cell selection. Besides,
there is no specification for the UE to know SI or SIB is
periodically broadcasted or on-demand, and thus the UE
may not know how to acquire the SI/SIB.

Summary of the Invention

[0006] The present application aims at providing a
method of system information transmission and acquisi-

tion to solve the above problem.
[0007] This is achieved by a method of system infor-
mation transmission and acquisition according to claims
1 and 10. The dependent claims pertain to corresponding
further developments and improvements.
[0008] As will be seen more clearly from the detailed
description following below, the claimed method of sys-
tem information transmission for a cell in a wireless com-
munication system comprises broadcasting essential
minimum system information of the cell of the wireless
communication system with fixed scheduled on a down-
link broadcast channel, wherein the essential minimum
SI includes scheduling information for non-essential min-
imum SI of at least one of the cell and an auxiliary cell or
a frequency location, the non-essential minimum SI is
broadcasted with dynamically scheduled on a downlink
shared channel, and the scheduling information includes
a time and frequency resource configuration and an avail-
ability information for indicating whether the cell broad-
casts the non-essential minimum SI.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0009]

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary com-
munication device.
Fig. 2 is a flowchart of an exemplary process accord-
ing to the present disclosure.
Figs. 3-7 are schematic diagrams of system infor-
mation scheduling according to the present disclo-
sure.
Fig. 8 is a flowchart of an exemplary process accord-
ing to the present disclosure.
Figs. 9-12 are schematic diagrams of system infor-
mation acquisition according to the present disclo-
sure.

Detailed Description

[0010] Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary
communication device 10. The communication device 10
can be a user equipment (UE) or a cellular base station.
The communication device 10 may include a processing
means 100 such as a microprocessor or Application Spe-
cific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), a storage unit 110 and a
communication interfacing unit 120. The storage unit 110
may be any data storage device that can store program
code 114 and stored data 115, for access by the process-
ing means 100. Examples of the storage unit 110 include
but are not limited to a subscriber identity module (SIM),
read-only memory (ROM), flash memory, random-ac-
cess memory (RAM), CD-ROMs, magnetic tape, hard
disk, and optical data storage device. The communica-
tion interfacing unit 120 is preferably a radio transceiver
and can exchange wireless signals according to process-
ing results of the processing means 100.
[0011] Please refer to Fig. 2, which is a flowchart of a
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process 20 according to an example of the present dis-
closure. The process 20 is utilized in the base station of
Fig. 1, hereafter referred to a cell (e.g. a macro cell, micro
cell, small cell, etc.), for SI transmission. The system in-
formation (SI) may be stored in the storage unit 110. The
process 20 may be compiled into a program code 114 to
be stored in the storage unit 110, and may include the
following steps:

Step 200: Start.
Step 210: Broadcast essential minimum SI with fixed
scheduled on a downlink broadcast channel, where-
in the essential minimum SI includes scheduling in-
formation for non-essential minimum SI of at least
one of the cell and an auxiliary cell, and the non-
essential minimum SI is broadcasted with dynami-
cally scheduled on a downlink shared channel, ,
wherein the cell includes a time and frequency re-
source configuration of the non-essential minimum
SI in the scheduling information if the cell broadcasts
the non-essential minimum SI, whereas the cell in-
cludes availability information for indicating that the
cell does not broadcast the non-essential minimum
SI in the scheduling information if the cell does not
broadcast the non-essential minimum SI.
Step 220: End.

[0012] According to the process 20, the cell transmits
the scheduling information of the essential minimum SI
with parameter to indicate whether the cell is campable.
In detail, the cell includes the availability information in
the essential minimum SI to assist cell selection in 5G
NR system.
[0013] In detail, the essential minimum SI includes
scheduling information for the non-essential minimum SI
and an identity of the essential minimum SI. Therefore,
a UE could store the essential minimum SI with the iden-
tity, and may not re-acquire the stored essential minimum
SI. In an example, the identity of the essential minimum
SI includes a timing index. The scheduling information
of the essential minimum SI includes a type identifier to
identify the type of the non-essential minimum SI asso-
ciated with the essential minimum SI, which includes the
association of the numerology for the non-essential min-
imum SI, availability information (e.g. Enumerate {true,
false}) to identify whether the cell broadcasts any non-
essential minimum SI, frequency location for associating
the non-essential minimum SI with the essential mini-
mum SI, bandwidth, and timing information for associat-
ing the non-essential minimum SI with the essential min-
imum SI.
[0014] Please refer to Fig. 3, which illustrates an em-
bodiment of SI scheduling. The UE detects a frequency
location and bandwidth to select a cell, and then receives
the essential minimum SI of the selected cell on the fixed
scheduled broadcast channel that the size and periodicity
of the information carried by which is predefined in the
specification depending on carrier frequency range. The

essential minimum SI is usually a single system informa-
tion block (SIB), such as master information block (MIB),
and includes at least one of scheduling information 300a
for non-essential minimum SI of the selected cell and
scheduling information 300b for non-essential minimum
SI of the auxiliary cell or frequency location. The non-
essential minimum SI is usually one or more SIBs trans-
mitted by one or more SI messages on dynamic sched-
uled downlink shared channel. In an example, the non-
essential minimum SI could be a system information
block type 1 (SIB1) and could be transmitted via a radio
resource control (RRC) message from the network. In
addition, the scheduling information 300a or 300b include
information of associated SIB 1 CORESET (Control Re-
source Set, which indicates the radio resource configu-
ration of SIB1 including at least the configuration infor-
mation of frequency, time, bandwidth, common search
space). Thus, the UE receives the non-essential mini-
mum SI on the DL shared channel that the size and pe-
riodicity of the information carried by which is dynamically
scheduled depending on carrier frequency range and/or
time according to the scheduling information 300a or
300b of the essential minimum SI. Note that, the availa-
bility information of the scheduling information 300a or
300b in the essential minimum SI are used for quickly
identifying whether the non-essential minimums SI is pre-
sented in or broadcasted by the selected cell, so as to
determine whether the selected cell is campable. In an
example, the availability information is included in a 8-bit
of information of the SIB1 CORESET.
[0015] In addition, the content of the received non-es-
sential minimum SI includes supported bandwidth (e.g.
in terms of resource blocks (RBs)), validity information,
a list of public land mobile network identity (PLMN ID), a
cell ID, at least one of scheduling information 302a and
302b for the remaining parts of the non-essential mini-
mum SI (multiple SIBs) and other SI (may include multiple
SIBs of selected cell and may include multiple SIBs of
auxiliary cells), number of downlink and/or uplink beam
sweeps, and downlink and/or uplink beam configuration.
The scheduling information 302a and 302b may include
SI mapping information for associating at least a system
information block (SIB) with a message for SI transmis-
sion, repetition information, SI window length, and an
availability indication for indicating that the SIB is period-
ically broadcasted or on-demand. Thus, the UE receives
the remaining parts of the non-essential minimum SI with
dynamic scheduled on the DL shared channel according
to the scheduling information 302a or 302b of the non-
essential minimum SI. The validity information includes
an identity of the non-essential minimum SI, version in-
formation (e.g. a value tag, version number), wherein the
version information of the non-essential minimum SI
changes if the content of one or more information blocks
of non-essential minimum SI change, and an applicable
area ID (e.g. one or more area codes/group codes/phys-
ical cell IDs). In an embodiment, the identity of the non-
essential minimum SI includes time domain positions of
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the transmitted synchronization signal blocks (SS-
blocks) in an SS-Burst-Set as defined in 3GPP TS
38.213.
[0016] Moreover, the content of the remaining parts of
the non-essential minimum SI includes the following in-
formation:

1. A list of information to present the availability of
SIBs/SI messages provided by the selected cell and
auxiliary cell/frequency. Each entity of the list may
include:

1-1. An identity of the SIB/SI message: the iden-
tity of the SIB/SI message that is provided by
the selected cell and auxiliary cell/frequency;
1-2. Availability indication: SIB/SI message is
periodically broadcasted or on-demand (i.e. the
SIB/SI message is transmitted based on UE ac-
quisition; the system information is transmitted
by the network upon receiving at least a request
from one or more UEs for acquiring the SIB or
the SI message); and
1-3. Version info: e.g., version number or value
tag, wherein the version info is per-SIB specific;

2. A list of scheduling information 304a-304b for oth-
er SI (i.e. one or multiple SIBs/SI messages) related
to other cells or other RATs, each entity of the list
may include:

2-1. SI mapping info;
2-2. Repetition info; and
2-3. SI window length.

[0017] Note that, based on the availability indication of
the remaining parts of the non-essential minimum SI, the
UE knows the SIBs/SI messages is periodically broad-
casted or on-demand, so as to acquire the SIBs/SI mes-
sages. In addition, the scheduling information 304a-304b
associated with on-demand SIB/SI message may be pre-
scheduled regardless of the actual being broadcast or
not of the on-demand SIB/SI message at the instant in
time, or the scheduling information 304a-304b associat-
ed with on-demand SIB/SI message may be scheduled
dynamically regarding the broadcast of the on-demand
SIB/SI message.
[0018] For more system information scheduling exam-
ple, reference is made to Figs. 4-7. In Fig. 4, the content
of the essential minimum SI of selected cell includes the
scheduling information 400 only for the non-essential
minimum SI of the selected cell, and the non-essential
minimum SI of the selected cell may include the sched-
uling information 402a for the non-essential minimum SI
of auxiliary cell or frequency location, remaining parts of
non-essential minimum SI of the selected cell, and other
SI of other cells or other RATs. On the other hand, the
non-essential minimum SI of auxiliary cell or frequency
location includes scheduling information 402b for the re-

maining parts of non-essential minimum SI and other SI
of other cells or other RATs.
[0019] Compared to the abovementioned embodiment
of Fig. 4, the non-essential minimum SI of auxiliary cell
or frequency location of Fig. 5 includes the scheduling
information 502b only for the remaining parts of non-es-
sential minimum SI of auxiliary cell or frequency location,
and the remaining parts of non-essential minimum SI of
auxiliary cell or frequency location includes the schedul-
ing information 504b for the other SI of other cells or other
RATs.
[0020] In Fig. 6, the non-essential minimum SI of the
selected cell does not include the scheduling information
for the non-essential minimum SI of auxiliary cell or fre-
quency location, whereas the scheduling information for
the non-essential minimum SI of auxiliary cell or frequen-
cy location is includes in the other SI of other cells or
other RATs.
[0021] Compared to the abovementioned embodiment
of Fig. 4, in Fig. 7, the essential minimum SI of selected
cell includes the scheduling information 700 only for the
non-essential minimum SI of auxiliary cell or frequency
location. The non-essential minimum SI of auxiliary cell
or frequency location includes the scheduling information
702b for the remaining parts of non-essential minimum
SI and other SI of auxiliary cell or frequency location.
[0022] Please refer to Fig. 8, which is a flowchart of a
process 80 according to an example of the present dis-
closure. The process 80 is utilized in the UE of Fig. 1 for
SI acquisition. The process 80 may be compiled into a
program code 114 to be stored in the storage unit 110,
wherein the information received during process 80 may
be stored into the stored data 115 of the storage unit 110
and may include the following steps:

Step 800: Start.
Step 810: Receive essential minimum system infor-

mation (SI) of a cell of the wireless commu-
nication system with fixed scheduled on a
downlink physical broadcast channel,
wherein the essential minimum SI includes
scheduling information for non-essential
minimum SI, and the scheduling informa-
tion includes a time and frequency resource
configuration of the non-essential minimum
SI if the cell broadcasts the non-essential
minimum SI, whereas the scheduling infor-
mation includes availability information in-
dicating the cell does not broadcast the
non-essential minimum SI if the cell does
not broadcast the non-essential minimum
SI.

Step 820: Determine whether the cell is campable ac-
cording to the availability information of the
scheduling information included in the es-
sential minimum SI.

Step 830: End.
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[0023] According to the process 80, the UE determines
whether the cell is campable or barred, and knows how
to acquire the non-essential minimum SI according to the
parameters included in the scheduling information of the
received essential minimum SI. For example, the UE
knows that the cell is campable if the availability informa-
tion indicates that the selected cell broadcasts the non-
essential minimum SI for cell selection and cell access.
[0024] Please refer to Fig. 9, which illustrates system
information acquisition for cell selection according to the
present disclosure. First, the UE receives the essential
minimum SI from the selected cell, and determines
whether the selected cell broadcasts the non-essential
minimum SI of the selected cell or broadcasts the non-
essential minimum SI of the auxiliary cell/frequency lo-
cation according to the availability information indicating
the presence or absence of the non-essential minimum
SI. If the selected cell does not broadcast the non-essen-
tial minimum SI, the UE determines that the selected cell
is not campable or barred. When UE detects the selected
cell does not broadcast the non-essential minimum SI,
the UE may further check whether a valid non-essential
minimum SI of the selected SI is stored in the UE before
determining that the selected cell is not campable or
barred; if a valid non-essential minimum SI of the selected
SI is stored in the UE, the UE may utilize the stored non-
essential minimum SI (steps 900 and 902). The validity
of the stored non-essential minimum SI could be deter-
mined by e.g., a timer. On the other hand, if the selected
cell broadcasts the non-essential minimum SI, the UE
receives the non-essential minimum SI with the above-
mentioned scheduling information of Figs. 3-7 (step 906).
If the select cell broadcasts neither the non-essential min-
imum SI of the selected cell nor the auxiliary cell or fre-
quency location, and there is no valid non-essential min-
imum SI associated with the selected cell stored in the
UE, the UE determines that the selected cell is non-cam-
pable (step 904). On the other hand, if the selected cell
broadcasts neither the non-essential minimum SI of the
selected cell nor the auxiliary cell or frequency location,
but there is valid non-essential minimum SI associated
with the selected cell stored in the UE, the UE receives
the non-essential minimum SI and determines whether
the entire minimum SI (i.e., the essential minimum SI and
the entire non-essential minimum SI) is obtained (step
908). If yes, the UE provides the information received
from the essential minimum SI to the non-access stratum
(NAS) layer for cell selection or reselection (step 90X).
The UE may select and camp on the cell based on NAS
decision and the RRC criteria for selecting a cell are ful-
filled (steps 90Y and 910). If the entire minimum SI does
not be obtained, the UE determines the selected cell is
non-campable (step 904).In addition, the UE may obtain
the remaining part of the non-essential minimum SI and
/or the other SI if the non-essential minimum SI includes
scheduling information of the remaining part of the min-
imum SI and/or the other SI, the UE receives the remain-
ing part of non-essential minimum SI and/or other SI ac-

cordingly.
[0025] Compared to the embodiment of Fig. 9, if the
select cell does not broadcast the non-essential minimum
SI of the selected cell, the UE determines that the select-
ed cell is non-campable or barred, as shown in Fig. 10.
[0026] Moreover, reference is made to Fig. 11 for SI
acquisition. The UE obtains the scheduling information
of the remaining parts of the non-essential minimum SI
of a cell included in the non-essential minimum SI of the
selected cell(step 1100), and then determines whether
the SIBs interested by the UE is provided by the cell (e.g.,
determined by whether the interested SIB is presented
in the scheduling information)(step 1102). If the interest-
ed SIB is not provided by the selected cell, the UE may
de-prioritize the cell, and may select other cells (step
1104). If the interested SIB is provided by the selected
cell, the UE may further determining (e.g., by comparing
the validity information of the interested SIB in the sched-
uling information and the validity information of the inter-
ested SIB stored in the UE) whether to obtain the inter-
ested SIB from the serving cell or to utilize the information
of the interested SIB stored by the UE. If the interested
SIBs are provided by the cell and the UE decides to obtain
the interested SIB from the serving cell, the UE further
checks whether the interested SIBs are broadcasted pe-
riodically according to availability indication of the re-
maining parts of non-essential minimum SI (step 1106).
If yes, the UE obtains the interested SIBs according to
the scheduling information of the remaining parts of non-
essential minimum SI of the cell (steps 1108). Note that,
in an embodiment, the scheduling information may be
obtained from other cell on the same or different frequen-
cies or from stored SI. If the interested SIB is on-demand,
the UE sends one or more SI request signals to the cell
to acquire the interested SIB without waiting for the SI
window of the interested SIB (i.e., UE sends SI request
immediately)(step 1114), and then receives the interest-
ed SIBs from the cell according to the scheduling infor-
mation of the cell (steps 1118).
[0027] Compared to the embodiment of Fig. 11, after
the UE determines that the interested SIBs are on-de-
mand, the UE does not immediately send the SI request,
but monitors the SI window of the interested on-demand
SIB before sending the SI request, as shown in Fig. 12.
If the UE receives the interested SIBs during the SI win-
dow, the UE does not send the SI request for SIB acqui-
sition; otherwise, UE sends SI request to acquire the in-
terested SIB. The SI request could be SIB-specific re-
quest or SI message specific request. The SI request
could be a preamble associated with the interested SIB
or SI message, a MAC control element includes the ID
of the acquired SIB or SI message, or a RRC message
indicates the acquired SIB or SI messages.
[0028] The abovementioned steps of the processes in-
cluding suggested steps can be realized by means that
could be a hardware, a firmware known as a combination
of a hardware device and computer instructions and data
that reside as read-only software on the hardware device
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or an electronic system. Examples of hardware can in-
clude analog, digital and mixed circuits known as micro-
circuit, microchip, or silicon chip. Examples of the elec-
tronic system can include a system on chip (SOC), sys-
tem in package (SiP), a computer on module (COM) and
the communication device 10.
[0029] In conclusion, the present invention addresses
to contents/parameters of system information for cell se-
lection, cell access and SI acquisition. In detail, the cell
includes the availability information in the scheduling in-
formation. Thus, the UE knows whether the cell is cam-
pable and how to acquire the non-essential minimum SI
according to the received SI.

Claims

1. A method of system information transmission for a
cell in a wireless communication system, the method
comprising:

broadcasting essential minimum system infor-
mation (SI) of the cell of the wireless communi-
cation system with fixed scheduled on a down-
link broadcast channel;
characterized in that the essential minimum SI
includes a first scheduling information for non-
essential minimum SI of at least one of the cell
and an auxiliary cell or a frequency location, the
non-essential minimum SI is broadcasted with
dynamically scheduled on a downlink shared
channel, and the scheduling information in-
cludes a time and frequency resource configu-
ration and an availability information for indicat-
ing whether the cell broadcasts the non-essen-
tial minimum SI (210).

2. The method of claim 1, characterized in that the
essential minimum SI further includes an identity of
the essential minimum SI, and the first scheduling
information further includes a type identifier for the
non-essential minimum SI, bandwidth, carrier fre-
quency information for associating the non-essential
minimum SI with the essential minimum SI, and tim-
ing information for associating the non-essential
minimum SI with the essential minimum SI.

3. The method of claim 1, characterized in that the
non-essential minimum SI includes at least one of a
supported bandwidth, a validity information, an iden-
tity of the non-essential minimum SI, a version infor-
mation, an applicable area identity, a second sched-
uling information for at least one of remaining parts
of the non-essential minimum SI and other SI related
to other cells or other radio access technologies
(RATs), a list of public land mobile network (PLMN)
identities, a cell identity, number of downlink beam
sweeps, and downlink and uplink beam configura-

tion.

4. The method of claim 3, characterized in that the
remaining parts of the non-essential minimum SI in-
cludes a third scheduling information for the other SI.

5. The method of claim 1, characterized in that the
non-essential minimum SI of the selected cell in-
cludes the scheduling information for the non-essen-
tial minimum SI of the auxiliary cell or the frequency
location.

6. The method of claim 3, characterized in that the
other SI includes scheduling information for the non-
essential minimum SI of the auxiliary cell or the fre-
quency location.

7. The method of claim 3, characterized in that the
second scheduling information includes at least one
of SI mapping information for associating at least a
system information block (SIB) with a message for
SI transmission, repetition information, SI window
length and an availability indication for indicating that
the SIB is periodically broadcasted or on-demand.

8. The method of claim 3, characterized in that the
applicable area identity includes at least one of area
codes, group codes, physical cell identities.

9. The method of claim 7, characterized in that the
transmission resource of the on-demand SIB is pre-
scheduled.

10. A method of system information acquisition for a mo-
bile device in a wireless communication system,
characterized by the method comprising:

receiving essential minimum system informa-
tion (SI) of a cell of the wireless communication
system with fixed scheduled on a downlink
broadcast channel, wherein the essential mini-
mum SI includes a first scheduling information
for non-essential minimum SI, and the first
scheduling information includes a time and fre-
quency resource configuration and an availabil-
ity information for indicating whether the cell
broadcasts the non-essential minimum SI (810);
and
determining whether the cell is campable ac-
cording to the availability information of the first
scheduling information (820).

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising:

obtaining the non-essential minimum SI with dy-
namic scheduled on a downlink shared channel
according to the first scheduling information of
the essential minimum SI when the availability

9 10 
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information indicates that the cell broadcasts the
non-essential minimum SI;
determining whether the cell broadcasts the re-
maining parts of the non-essential minimum SI
according to a second scheduling information
included in the obtained non-essential minimum
SI; and
obtaining the remaining parts of the non-essen-
tial minimum SI according to the second sched-
uling information.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising selecting
the cell for access when the essential minimum SI
and the non-essential minimum SI are obtained.

13. The method of claim 10, characterized in that de-
termining whether the cell is campable according to
the availability information of the first scheduling in-
formation comprises:

checking if the non-essential minimum SI is
stored in the mobile device or is valid when the
availability information indicates that the cell
dose not broadcast the non-essential minimum
SI;
determining that the cell is not campable when
the first availability information indicates that the
cell does not broadcast the non-essential mini-
mum SI and the non-essential minimum SI is
not stored in the mobile device or is not valid.

14. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

determining whether the cell broadcasts the re-
maining parts of the non-essential SI for an aux-
iliary cell or a frequency location according to
the second scheduling information included in
the non-essential minimum SI; and
obtaining the remaining parts of the non-mini-
mum SI for the auxiliary cell or the frequency
location according to the first scheduling infor-
mation when the cell broadcasts the remaining
parts of the non-essential minimum SI for the
auxiliary cell or the frequency location.

15. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

determining whether the cell provides a system
information block (SIB) interested by the mobile
device according to the second scheduling in-
formation of the obtained non-essential mini-
mum SI; and
determining whether the interested SIB is broad-
casted periodically or transmitted on-demand
according to the second scheduling information.

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising:

monitoring a SI window for the interested SIB
according to the second scheduling information
to obtain the interested SIB before sending the
SI request when determining the interested SIB
is on-demand;
determining whether the interested SIB is ob-
tained during the scheduled SI window accord-
ing to the second scheduling information; and
sending a SI request to request the interested
SIB to the cell when determining the interested
SIB is provided by the cell and is on-demand but
the interested SIB is not obtained during the
scheduled SI window.

17. The method of claim 15, further comprising:

deprioritizing the cell when the cell does not
broadcast the interested SIB.

18. The method of claim 15, further comprising:

obtaining the interested SIB according to the
second scheduling information when determin-
ing the interested SIB is periodically broadcast;
sending a SI request to request the interested
SIB to the cell when determining the interested
SIB is on-demand; and
obtaining the interested SIB according to the
second scheduling information after sending the
SI request.
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